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REVENUE

RM1,467 million

OPERATING LOSS

RM252 million

MALAYSIA’S LARGEST 
ROOFTOP SOLAR PANELS 
installed in a single compound
18,270 units of
solar PV panels

EXCELLENT HSSE CULTURE

3,401,385 man days 
with zero LTI and 
fatality
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2021 was a year of resilience at MHB, as we worked 
through the challenges of the persisting COVID-19 
pandemic. Our Heavy Engineering segment was 
impacted by supply chains disruptions, while our 
Marine segment faced intensified competition within 
a smaller market for dry docking opportunities. 
Nevertheless, our resilience ensured we remained 
on track with our value creation activities. Putting 
into practice lessons learnt, we strengthened our 
business continuity through operational, health and 
safety SOPs and crisis management plans. 

We shortened yard shutdown periods by swiftly 
obtaining regulatory approval to operate at 
the permitted maximum capacity as soon as 
announcements were made for various Movement 
Control Orders (MCO) throughout 2020 and 2021. 
Our expeditious response to vaccinate all our 
workforce including our subcontractors as well as 
vendors and record a 100% vaccination rate as at 
the end of 2021 not just safeguarded their health but 
enabled them to continue working on projects at our 
yard.

Our balance sheet remains strong, with cash balance 
of RM709.9 million as at the end of 2021, compared 
to RM651.1 million in 2020. This should enable us to 
execute our strategic priorities and maintain business 
continuity.

Within the Heavy Engineering segment, we 
progressed with the Kasawari Gas Development 
Project and the Bekok Oil Project for PETRONAS 
Carigali Sdn. Bhd. to complete and sail away project 
milestones. Our ability to perform according to client 
expectations was key to our successful award for 
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engineering, procurement, construction, installation, and commissioning 
services (EPCIC) works for the E11R-AA Riser Platform and Host Tie-In 
for the existing E11R-A Platform under the Kasawari Gas Development 
Project. Another major new project we secured was the SapuraOMV 
Upstream (Sarawak) Inc. (SapuraOMV) EPCIC works for the SK408W 
Jerun Development Project, offshore Sarawak. As at the end of 2021, 
both large scale central processing platform (CPP) projects of Kasawari 
and Jerun have progressed at 64.20% and 16.94% respectively, and will 
sustain MHB’s recurring income until 2024.

The addition of Dry Dock No. 3 (DD3) to our infrastructure in 2020 
significantly enhanced our Marine segment’s capacity to conduct repair 
and refurbishment services on vessels and other marine and oil and gas 
facilities. Marking a new chapter in our future growth ambition in line with 
energy transition opportunities, in 2021 we successfully completed our 
first remote cargo containment system maintenance work onboard the 
FSU Tenaga Empat. 

A key strategic achievement was the Memorandum of Understanding 
(MoU) we entered into with Kellogg Brown & Root Asia Pacific Pte. Ltd. 
(KBR), an internationally recognised company in the offshore platform and 
renewable energy sectors, covering collaborations on offshore wind farm, 
offshore oil and gas platform, and both offshore and onshore oil and gas 
modular structures for the Asia Pacific region. This has strengthened our 
ability to successfully diversify into new growth areas of wind farms and 
modular structures for our future profitability.

Additionally, we signed an MoU with Axens South East Asia Sdn. 
Bhd. (Axens SEA). This gives MHB access to Axens SEA’s licensing 
technologies and proprietary equipment across the fields of oil refining, 
petrochemicals, gas processing, bio/renewable fuels and petrochemicals, 
plastics recycling and water treatment. It also provides MHB access to 
Axens SEA’s technical expertise in the areas of gas modular skid design, 
engineering procurement and construction. The MoU strengthens our 
footing to take advantage of energy transition opportunities. 

Our partnership with Smulders Projects Belgium NV 
(Smulders) led to us obtaining a contract to provide 
technical manpower assistance in the execution of the 
Greater Changhua Wind Farm Project in Taiwan in early 
2021. As for modular structures, we have set strong 
foundations by being the first company in Malaysia to 
be certified in Canadian Standard Association (CSA) 
Standard W47.1 Certification of Companies for Fusion 
Welding of Steel by the Canadian Welding Bureau (CWB). 

Within the Plant Turnaround & Shutdown Maintenance 
segment, our industry track record enabled us to obtain a 
contract for the Idemitsu plant owned by Idemitsu Kosan 
Company, Ltd., a Japanese petroleum company. We 
also identified and assessed a reliable and reputable new 
partner for PETRONAS’ Turnaround Main Mechanical and 
Maintenance Mechanical Static (TA4MS) contract. 

We have stepped up on our sustainability commitments 
by establishing our Sustainability Framework and 
Governance Structure in alignment with the MISC 
Sustainability Strategy 2021 – 2025. Our new 
sustainability strategy integrates environmental, social and 
governance (ESG) elements within our various business 
segments. We have also published our Task Force on 
Climate-Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) Statement, 
reflecting our adoption of the recommendations of the 
TCFD in managing and disclosing climate-related risks 
and opportunities. Mindful that energy transition and 
climate change will impact our business, our adoption of 
TCFD recommendations will play a part in ensuring our 
long-term business sustainability.

Moving into 2022, we foresee new COVID-19 variants 
could cause fresh waves of infections causing regional 
economic recovery rates to vary. However increased 
vaccinations worldwide has led to most major economies 
reopening which will improve energy demand and stabilise 
oil prices. Considering all this, we remain cautiously 
optimistic on the year ahead. 

MANAGING DIRECTOR 
& CHIEF EXECUTIVE 
OFFICER’S REMARKS

Our strategic priorities for the year ahead centre on building our 
internal capability within both our Heavy Engineering and Marine 
segments, to be both competent and competitive. Our focus in Plant 
Turnaround & Shutdown Maintenance is to explore opportunities in 
the non oil-and-gas sector, while simultaneously actively pursuing 
non-PETRONAS opportunities.

Our diversification into modular and serial fabrication will see us 
focusing on establishing our footprint in the offshore wind farm 
market and exploring other opportunities in serial fabrication and light 
engineering. Additionally, we are exploring carbon capture, utilisation 
and storage (CCUS) and onshore modular opportunities in hydrogen 
and ammonia production plants. 

We believe that our focused strategic approach will enable us to 
maintain our value creation purpose into the future. Leveraging on the 
commitment and diligence of our skilled and motivated workforce, we 
remain committed to creating value for our stakeholders in the longer 
term.

PANDAI OTHMAN
Managing Director & Chief Executive Officer,
Malaysia Marine and Heavy Engineering Holdings Berhad (MHB)
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KEY DEVELOPMENTS

Successfully sailed away projects and structures 

Focusing on project execution excellence, we 
conducted the successful sail away of the projects and 
structures for the Kasawari Gas Development Project. 
We sailed away the 4,980 metric-tonne (MT) Wellhead 
Platform (WHP) jacket and 2,300 MT topside on 19 May 
2021 and 24 June 2021 respectively. Both structures 
arrived safely 200 km offshore from the PETRONAS 
LNG Complex in Bintulu, Sarawak for installation works. 
Testament to our client’s trust in our ability to deliver, we 
secured EPCIC works for the E11R-AA Riser Platform 
and Host Tie-In for the existing E11R-A Platform under 
the Kasawari Gas Development Project. 

Similarly, we sailed away WHP topsides, substructures 
and bridges linking each of the topside to the existing 
Bekok-A and Bekok-B platforms for the Bekok Oil 
Project. All structures arrived safely at the PETRONAS 
LNG Complex in Bintulu, Sarawak.

15 LNGCs repair 
and service works 
in 2021

Offsite maintenance works:
• LNG FSU Lekas at Sungai 

Udang, Melaka
• LNGC Puteri Firus Satu at 

Bintulu anchorage

43 new clients including 9 gas-
related clients, comprising:

• 20 domestic
• 23 international

7 En-Bloc agreements
with existing clients

Secured the Jerun Development Project within the  
Heavy Engineering segment

During the year, we secured the SK408W Jerun Development Project 
from SapuraOMV. The project consists of EPCIC works for the 
construction of an approximately 13,000 MT topside, 10,000 MT 
jacket and 5,000 MT piles of CPP. Once completed, the facilities will be 
installed in the Jerun gas field, located in the SK408W Block offshore 
Bintulu, Sarawak. The project award is testament to our industry 
technical competencies and commercial competitiveness to provide 
integrated and value-added solutions for our clients.

Focused on high value projects in the  
Marine segment

As of December 2021, approximately 39% of marine revenue was 
from the LNGC segment, making it our largest income earner. Our 
strategy, therefore, is to focus on high value projects which will generate 
rewarding returns for our business. With the commencement of DD3 
operations in December 2020, we have expanded the capacity of our 
docking facilities, thus paving the way for us to take on higher value 
LNGC projects. With energy transition and climate change at the 
forefront of the maritime sector, the demand for cleaner energy such 
as LNG which has been identified as a transition fuel towards industry 
decarbonisation by 2050 will only grow further. 

As of December 2021, we have completed 15 LNGCs repair and 
service works out of the 97 vessels of various categories serviced. 
To further build our capabilities in this segment, we established 
a competent in-house team for instrumentation work to reduce 
dependencies on subcontractors and obtain more effective control 
during project execution. We also developed a partnership framework 
with engine makers to collaborate for machinery work. We expect the 
partnership model to be finalised in 2022.

Obtained new clients in the Marine segment

During the year, we secured 43 new clients comprising 
20 domestic and 23 international clients, nine of which 
are new gas-related clients. These clients are from 
countries such as Greece, Germany, Indonesia, Japan, 
Korea, Thailand, Marshall Island, Norway, United 
Kingdom and the USA. Our ability to continue securing 
project through challenging economic times will bolster 
our reputation in the regional and international marine 
repair sector.

Secured En-Bloc agreements from existing 
clients in the Marine segment

In 2021, we secured seven En-Bloc agreements from 
our regular clients, consisting of 26 vessels. These 
volume orders will provide stable recurring income into 
the near-term future.

Expanded capabilities to participate in marine maintenance projects offsite MMHE yard    

We conducted several offsite maintenance projects in 2021. These included maintenance works onboard LNG FSU Lekas located 
at Sungai Udang, Melaka which involves various cryogenic containment system works, and renewing the turbo generator turbine 
rotor onboard the LNGC Puteri Firus Satu at Bintulu anchorage. 

Penetrated the offshore LNG floater  
maintenance services market

Within the Marine segment, we conducted LNG FSU Global Tests for 
FSU Tenaga Empat’s containment system as well as a contract for the 
tank inspection and test for PETRONAS Floating LNG 1 (L) Ltd.’s floater 
PFLNG 1. This diversification of our business portfolio will add new 
revenue streams to our business in the longer term. 

Conducted LNG 
FSU Global 
Tests for
FSU Tenaga 
Empat’s 
containment 
system

Tank inspection 
and test for 
PETRONAS 
Floating LNG 1 
(L) Ltd.’s floater 
PFLNG 1  
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Secured Jerun 
Development 
Project from 
SapuraOMV

Successful Sailed Away

• Kasawari Gas Development 
Project - 4,980 MT WHP jacket 
and 2,300 MT topside on 19 
May 2021 and 24 June 2021 
respectively

• Bekok Oil Project - WHP 
topsides, substructures and 
bridges 
 » Bekok-BB on 9 July 2021
 » Bekok-AA on 20 August 2021
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Strengthened our ability to expand our market
footprint and deliver stronger business proposition

During the year, we identified and assessed potential 
partnerships with Saudi Arabian companies for Aramco’s 
Long-Term Agreement (LTA) contracts which is in line with our 
strategy to expand our market footprint in the Middle East. In 
line with our strategy to venture into offshore wind farm and 
modular structures, we entered into an MoU with KBR covering 
collaborations on offshore wind farm, offshore oil and gas platform 
and oil and gas modular structures (offshore and onshore) for the 
Asia Pacific region.

Entered MoU with KBR on collaborations 
for offshore wind farm, offshore oil and 
gas platform and oil and gas modular 
structures (offshore and onshore) for the 
Asia Pacific region

Plant Turnaround & Shutdown 
Maintenance
• Daily Maintenance - 350,000 

manhours
• Turnaround - 497,500 

manhours

Idemitsu Plant Turnaround 
144,000 manhours 

1st Malaysian company to 
obtain the Canadian Standard 
Association (CSA) Standard 
W47.1 Certification of Companies 
for Fusion Welding of Steel by the 
Canadian Welding Bureau (CWB)

Completed our first turnaround plant maintenance offsite the 
MMHE yard

In 2021, the Plant Turnaround & Shutdown Maintenance segment 
completed our first turnaround plant maintenance offsite the MMHE 
yard at Idemitsu plant owned by Idemitsu Kosan Company, Ltd., a 
Japanese petroleum company. The turnaround project at Idemitsu 
plant consisted of a 44-day contract comprising shutdown, mechanical 
day and start up. We continued our focus to further strengthen this 
segment by identifying and assessing a reliable and reputable new 
partner for PETRONAS TA4MS contract.
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Completed a feasibility 
study on the best 
upgrading option to 
achieve dock-to-quay 
ratio of 1:2

Redeployed our Marine 
employees to work on Heavy 
Engineering sub-projects and 
FAS maintenance works

Upskilled Marine workers to undertake  
interdivisional works and projects 

In 2021, we saw a reduction in the number of marine 
projects due to the impacts of the ongoing COVID-19 
pandemic. We redeployed our workers on the projects we 
had in hand, by upskilling them. In 2021, approximately 
74 Heavy Engineering Operation sub-projects and 49 
Facilities & Asset Services (FAS) maintenance works were 
performed by Marine workers. 

Identified plan to increase marine capacity

In line with our plan to upgrade our berthing facilities, we 
completed a feasibility study on the best upgrading option to 
achieve dock-to-quay ratio of 1:2 to optimise our marine capacity. 
Our plan is to begin upgrading works in 2022.

Continued to strengthen our offshore wind farm 
proposition

In 2021, the collaborative agreement we had entered into 
with Smulders in 2019 to fabricate and assemble works 
in Asia for offshore wind farm projects resulted in us being 
awarded a contract for technical manpower to assist in the 
execution of the Greater Changhua Wind Farm Project in 
Taiwan. By providing our technical expertise to a Taiwanese 
fabricator in the execution of a wind farm project, we have 
been able to gain a deeper understanding of the Taiwanese 
wind farm market. We have submitted a total of nine bids 
for wind farm projects in collaboration with Smulders. 

Obtained contract for technical 
manpower to assist in the execution 
of the Greater Changhua Wind Farm 
Project in Taiwan

Strengthened our modular structure capabilities

MHB has obtained the CSA Standard W47.1 
Certification of Companies for Fusion Welding of Steel 
by the CWB. This makes us the first Malaysian company 
to obtain the certification, thus providing our potential 
clients assurance of our capability. 
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As for Marine Repair and Conversion, we plan to develop our 
internal capability by increasing our berthing facilities to optimise 
the number of vessels at our docks, explore suitable technology 
and digitalisation initiatives to increase operational efficiency, 
and further boost our ability to secure high-value projects such 
as marine engine and propulsion systems and develop our 
capability in the area of new generation vessels.

Our focus in the Plant Turnaround & Shutdown Maintenance 
segment is to explore opportunities in the non oil-and-gas 
sector for power plants and oleochemical plants to diversify 
our revenue streams. Focusing on project excellence for 
the PETRONAS TA4MS contract is a key priority in order to 
strengthen our industry reputation and track record.

Modular and serial fabrication is an area we plan to diversify 
into by leveraging on MHB’s capability. Our focus is to secure 
onshore module projects, establish our footprint in the wind 
farm market and explore other opportunities in serial fabrication 
and light engineering by optimising the utilisation of our current 
assets and manpower for fabrication jobs in the non oil-and-gas 
sector.

We will continue focusing on energy transition opportunities, 
namely offshore wind farms by leveraging on our partnership 
with Smulders. We are also exploring other upcoming 
opportunities in energy transition such as CCUS and onshore 
modular opportunities in hydrogen and ammonia production 
plants. 

Invested in digitalisation to drive efficiency

We leverage on digitalisation and automation to obtain operational efficiency 
and cost savings. We deployed 4D modelling that enables visualisation of the 
entire chain of construction activities throughout the project lifetime. Towards 
achieving better marine-repair project monitoring and tracking, we developed 
and deployed a Digital Daily Work Checklist system. Additionally, we 
embarked on our Finance Transformation Programme to reinvent our supply 
chain management (SCM) processes, which includes Coupa’s e-procurement 
platform and procure-to-pay (P2P) among others, with the aim of achieving a 
‘single source of truth’.

Digitalisation initiatives in 2021

• 4D modelling
• Digital Daily Work Checklist system
• Embarked on Finance Transformation 

Programme

Installed solar 
panels with the 
capacity to generate 
10,000-MWh of 
clean energy

MHB Solar Energy Programme - single 
largest fabrication yard in Southeast Asia

In 2021, MHB installed 18,720 solar photovoltaic 
(PV) panels which has the potential to generate 
8.3-MWp. The system spans close to 41,000 m2 
(440,496 sq ft) and powers eight buildings in the 
yard. Collectively, the solar panels can generate 
an estimated 10,000-MWh of clean energy 
each year for MMHE West, the single largest 
fabrication yard in Southeast Asia. We estimate 
a reduction of 6,286 tonnes of CO2 annually or 
132,000 tonnes over the 21-year agreement with 
PETRONAS. 

MOVING FORWARD

Moving into 2022, we expect the pandemic to persist into the 
year, and potentially new variants of concern (VOC) to surface. 
This could impact regional economic recovery, depending on 
new waves of COVID-19 infections and measures imposed by 
national governments to contain the spread. Towards the end of 
2021, the new Omicron variant infections had already impacted 
oil demand recovery. These uncertainties will most likely result in 
major oil internationals to continue with their prudent approach 
in capital investment.

Our focus for the year ahead is to drive our long-term business 
growth within our core businesses and continue building 
our in-house capability and strengths. In the area of Heavy 
Engineering Fabrication, we will continue to build our internal 
capability to be competent and competitive through a number 
of focused initiatives. These include selectively pursuing bids 
as an EPCIC subcontractor and explore partnerships towards 
being recognised as the main EPCIC contractor, enhance and 
mobilise our critical core team we had established in front-end 
engineering verification, T&I and HUC and increase internal and 
in-house capability for pre-fabrication services and specialised 
scopes. 

We have identified the redevelopment of our East Yard for 
offshore wind farm and/or modularised onshore projects as 
one of our key priorities for 2022. This will enable us to offer 
more cost-efficient and better-value services to our clients and 
give us further headroom to take on more projects without 
compromising on our current project execution.

Maintained social responsibility initiatives 
to give back to society

In 2021, MHB adopted Sekolah Menengah Dato’ 
Penggawa Timur and held several environmental 
awareness initiatives throughout the year. 
This programme focused on air, water, waste 
management and other environmental activities.

In addition, MHB provided donation contributions 
to local communities in forms of essential items 
and cash for:

• MHB Cares – Flood Relief e-Donation Drive

• MHB Cares – Donation to Needy Residents

• MHB Cares – COVID-19 Relief

• Contribution for the impacted workers during 
Movement Control Order 3.0

• Invested in new technology to 
increase fabrication efficiency

• Conducted feasibility study to invest 
in blasting and painting workshop 
for offshore wind farms

• Established core team for full EPCIC 
scope of works
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Enhanced our in-house capability

A key area of focus in 2021 was enhancing our in-house capability and 
capacity to offer clients a stronger value proposition in the years to come. 
Within the Heavy Engineering segment, we increased our fabrication efficiency 
by investing in new technology for our welding machines and other related 
equipment for in-house tubular fabrication. In order to support our venture 
into offshore wind farms, we conducted and completed a feasibility study to 
invest in a new blasting and painting workshop. We also laid the foundations 
to develop our capability for full EPCIC scope of works by establishing our 
core team for front-end engineering verification, transportation and installation 
(T&I) and hook-up and commissioning (HUC).
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